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Cell Shape and Substrate Rigidity Both Regulate Cell Stiffness
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ABSTRACT Cells from many different tissues sense the stiffness and spatial patterning of their microenvironment to modulate
their shape and cortical stiffness. It is currently unknown how substrate stiffness, cell shape, and cell stiffness modulate or
interact with one another. Here, we use microcontact printing and microfabricated arrays of elastomeric posts to independently
and simultaneously control cell shape and substrate stiffness. Our experiments show that cell cortical stiffness increases as
a function of both substrate stiffness and spread area. For soft substrates, the influence of substrate stiffness on cell cortical
stiffness is more prominent than that of cell shape, since increasing adherent area does not lead to cell stiffening. On the other
hand, for cells constrained to a small area, cell shape effects are more dominant than substrate stiffness, since increasing
substrate stiffness no longer affects cell stiffness. These results suggest that cell size and substrate stiffness can interact in
a complex fashion to either enhance or antagonize each other’s effect on cell morphology and mechanics.
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A large number of cell types from many different tissues
respond not only to biochemical signals but also to mechanical cues (1,2). In particular, cells sense the rigidity of their
substrates and respond by regulating their cell shape, proliferation, internal cytoskeletal tension, and stiffness through
a process known as mechanotransduction (3–6). Most cell
types, with the exception of neurons, adhere and spread
better on more-rigid substrates (7). As cells spread more,
they also can increase cortical stiffness by a mechanism
that is thought to depend on up-regulated cytoskeletal
contractility (8). On the other hand, cells that are attached
to rigid, uniform surfaces can also sense their shapes and
respond by switching on apoptotic pathways when the cell
adhesive area falls below certain critical values (9). Cell
shape can specify human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC)
differentiation via a RhoA-ROCK pathway mediated
through internal cytoskeletal tension (3). The fact that
substrate rigidity also specifies hMSC differentiation raises
questions about how the mechanical signals from substrate
rigidity and cell shape are related (10).
A key to understanding mechanotransduction is the
mechanism by which cells sense rigidity or geometric
cues. One way to reveal this mechanism is to quantify the
dependence of cell stiffness on cell shape and on substrate
rigidity. Virtually all previous experimental studies that
investigated the effects of mechanical cues on cell physiology focused on a single mechanical cue, such as cell
shape, substrate stiffness, or surface topography (3,10). In
this letter, we present evidence showing that cell cortical
stiffness is controlled by both cell shape and substrate stiffness, and define the conditions under which one influence
dominates the other.

We grew hMSCs on polyacrylamide gels of different
rigidities coated with saturating concentrations of fibronectin. On soft gels with a rigidity of 1–2 kPa, the hMSCs
were typically rounded and unspread, and exhibited few if
any stress fibers. In contrast, on stiffer gels with a rigidity
of R5 kPa, the hMSCs were well spread and amassed a large
number of stress fibers. To quantify how hMSCs regulate
their stiffness in response to the rigidity of their microenvironment, we performed atomic force microscopy by indenting the cells at a frequency of 1 Hz and a depth of 400 nm at
regions far from both the nucleus and lamellopodia (see
Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). When grown on soft
polyacrylamide gels with physiologically relevant stiffness
ranging from 1 to 30 kPa, the cell cortical stiffness gradually
increased from 1 kPa to 7 kPa (Fig. 1). However, when
the substrate rigidity was increased beyond a critical level
(20 kPa in the case of hMSC), cell stiffness was maintained
at a saturating level of 7 kPa. This limit probably represents
the maximum cortical stiffness that hMSCs can generate.
As the substrate rigidity was increased from 1 to 30 kPa,
the spread area of hMSCs also increased from ~1500 to
6000 mm2. As in the case of cell stiffness, the spreading
area of the hMSCs also saturated, and beyond a substrate
rigidity of 20 kPa, the cell spread area remained roughly
constant at 6000 mm2. Both cell area and cell stiffness
increased as substrate rigidity was increased from 1 to
20 kPa, and both saturated at ~20 kPa. This similarity raises
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FIGURE 1 Spread area and stiffness of hMSC as a function
of substrate stiffness. (A) hMSC area increased as a function
of substrate stiffness and leveled off at a saturating level of
~6000 mm2. (B) Similarly, hMSC stiffness increased as a function
of substrate stiffness up to a level of ~7 kPa. As controls, cell
area and stiffness for cells grown on fibronectin-coated glass
of stiffness 70 GPa are shown in A and B.

a critical issue relevant to mechanobiology: it is unclear
whether substrate rigidity modulates cell shape that in turn
regulates cell stiffness, or whether substrate rigidity and
cell shape independently regulate cell stiffness.
To address this issue, it is essential to control both
substrate rigidity and cell shape simultaneously. Thus, we
employed an array of elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane
postarray detectors to change the substrate mechanics, and
microcontact printing to change the cell shape (11–13).
The microposts act as springs to which the cells attach. By
measuring the deflection of these microposts, we were
able to calculate and spatially map the local cellular traction
forces. To control the substrate mechanics, we used microposts of three different heights (tall, medium, and short) corresponding to spring constants of 3.8, 18, and 1500 nN/mm,
respectively. The effective shear moduli of continuous
substrates equivalent to these discrete substrates were calcu-

lated to be 3, 14, and 3500 kPa, respectively (13). To modulate cell shape, we used microcontact printing to pattern
the micropost arrays with adhesive islands of different
areas with saturating concentrations of fibronectin. hMSCs
were constrained onto these islands, as can be seen in
the phase contrast images in Fig. 2. On large adhesive
islands (100  100 mm), vinculin staining (red) was more
pronounced on stiffer posts than on softer posts. Fibrillar
adhesions were clearly developed on stiffer posts. In
contrast, vinculin-containing adhesions were much smaller
on smaller adhesive islands (30  30 mm) regardless of
the rigidity of the post. Actin stress fibers were clearly
visible on the large islands, whereas only diffuse cortical
actin was formed on small islands. This difference was
observed on microposts of different rigidities, suggesting
that actin stress fiber formation is largely controlled by
cell shape and is relatively unaffected by substrate stiffness.
Previous studies showed that cells can adjust their cortical
stiffness to match that of their underlying substrates (6). In
hMSCs that were grown on soft posts but constrained to
different cell shapes, cell cortical stiffness remained relatively constant at ~2000 Pa (Fig. 3 A). However, on posts
of medium and high stiffness, the cortical stiffness increased
as the cell spread area was allowed to increase. This result
suggests that cell shape may play an important role in
controlling cell cortical stiffness, and this effect of cell
shape on cell cortical stiffness may be regulated by substrate
stiffness. When the cell spread area was kept small at
~900 mm2, cell cortical stiffness remained low despite a large
change in micropost stiffness. In contrast, when the spread
area was kept at ~5600 mm2, cortical stiffness increased as
a function of micropost stiffness. These results suggest
that both cell shape and substrate stiffness are important
modulators of cell cortical stiffness. Concurrently, we
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FIGURE 2 hMSC constrained on square adhesive islands
formed by stamping fibronectin on polydimethylsiloxane microposts. Cells are stained with phalloidin (green) and vinculin
(red). When spreading areas are large, hMSCs on posts of low
(3.8 nN/mm) and high (18 nN/mm) spring constants develop
stress fibers, whereas when spreading areas are small, no
stress fibers develop. Cells grown on stiffer posts show more
intense vinculin staining than those grown on soft posts.
However, regardless of post stiffness, larger spread areas result
in larger and more mature vinculin patches.
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FIGURE 3 Stiffness and contractile forces of hMSCs as functions of their projected area. hMSCs are plated on microposts
of different spring constants with various sizes of square
islands of fibronectin. (A) Cell stiffness as measured by atomic
force microscopy. For tall posts (3.8 nN/mm), cell stiffness
remains constantly soft (square symbols), whereas for medium
(18 nN/mm) and short (1500 nN/mm) posts, cell stiffness
increases with stamped projected area (circles and triangles).
(B) The total contractile forces of cells on tall posts remain small
(<500 nN) but increase as cell area is increased on medium
posts. Asterisks indicate that no cells of 10,000 mm2 were found
on tall posts.
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FIGURE 4 hMSC stiffness is mediated through prestress
generated by myosin motors. Treatment with the myosin II
antagonist blebbistatin (25 mm) softens cortical stiffness for all
cells (*). This holds true for all substrate rigidities and all constrained areas. Treatment with the tension agonist nocodazole
increases cortical stiffness (D).

measured the total contractile forces of cells as a function of
cell spreading area and substrate stiffness. As shown in
Fig. 3 B, the traction forces exerted by the cells increased
in manner similar to that observed for cell cortical stiffness.
Traction forces are related to cortical stiffness by the
finding that treatment of cells with blebbistatin to inactivate
myosin II decreased the stiffness of cells to the minimum
level of ~2 kPa, regardless of initial cell stiffness, substrate
stiffness, or adhesive area (Fig. 4).
These results suggest that cell stiffness is modulated by
substrate rigidity and cell shape in a more complex manner
than previously documented. In particular, in the limit
where hMSCs are constrained on small 900 mm2 islands,
their cell stiffness is always low (~2000 Pa) despite the
change in substrate stiffness by >2 orders of magnitude
(Fig. 3 A). Conversely, in the limit where cells are grown
on very soft substrates, even when the cell shape is changed
from unspread to well spread, the cell stiffness does not
increase (Fig. 3 A, square symbols). However, when cell
shape and substrate stiffness are allowed to assume larger
magnitudes, these two physical cues interact and both
modulate cell stiffness.
The picture presented here suggests that cells actively
monitor cell shape and substrate rigidity cues, and integrate
this information to modulate focal adhesion formation, cytoskeletal structure, and contractile force to dynamically alter
their own stiffness. Thus, cell shape and substrate rigidity
act as inputs to gate cell stiffness output.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Additional text and two figures are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(11)00127-5.
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